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Create, manage, edit, and convert all sorts of images on your computer. AiPICX is a full-featured graphics image viewer, slideshow creator, printer driver, image/video editor, image converter, HTML image gallery, thumbnail generator and digital camera utility. Its intuitive, powerful and fast Windows-based interface
provides you with all the features you need to process and create images, movies, slide shows, T-shirt designs, WYSIWYG editing tools for windows and more. It is easy to use, and can be used by everyone at no cost. • Create, edit, and convert digital photos, slide shows, video and more. • View, edit, crop, rotate, resize,
sharpen, convert, add special effects, and more. • Capture, save and print digital images and slideshows. • Apply image adjustments, capture images from digital cameras, and more. • Thumbnails for browsing and sorting image folders. • Print photos, slideshows, and more. • Export images and movies to PDF, JPEG,
TIFF, PSD, JPEG2000, BMP, GIF, TGA, PNG, Multi-page TIFF, PCX, PS, EMF, WMF, DCX, VCD, WAV, ASF and more formats. • Edit image and movie properties in EXIF, JPEG, TIFF, PSD, and more. • Share images with friends and family. • Snap full screen images and save entire webpage to image. • Batch photo
renaming and print. • Over 10,000 images formats and viewers supported. • Available in 25 languages. • Share images with friends and family. • Snap full screen images and save entire webpage to image. • Take hundreds of images and videos with you on your digital camera. • View images from your external hard
drive, floppy drive, and CD-ROM. • Batch photo renaming and print. • Edit image and movie properties in EXIF, JPEG, TIFF, PSD and more. • Share images with friends and family. • Graphics Image viewer - browse images, thumbnails, view EXIF, create thumbnails, view comments and more. • Graphics image editor -
BMP, JPEG, GIF, PSD, TIFF, JPEG2000, EMF, VCD, WMF, JPEG, PNG, TGA, DICOM, DNG, P
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Let your keyboard take over your computer with this great tool. It is a personal assistant for all of your common PC functions and is the perfect solution for those who have become so used to using a mouse they miss being able to do things with their keyboard. With Easy Mac Keyboard Macro you can create your own
keyboard macros (assign keyboard short cuts) to perform actions like opening files, printing, saving, or even searching. With Easy Mac Keyboard Macro you can create your own keyboard macros (assign keyboard short cuts) to perform actions like opening files, printing, saving, or even searching. Screenshot: Take a
screenshot with your keyboard! Alt-print: If you pressed Alt+Print it's time to use the keyboard. Open a file: Press F1, F2, F3 and so on. Close a file: Press F4, F5, F6 and so on. Save a file: Press F7, F8, F9 and so on. Exit: Press F10, F11, F12 and so on. Open a folder: Press Ctrl+F, and press Enter. Close a folder: Press
Ctrl+F, and press Esc. Save a file: Press Ctrl+S, and press Enter. Exit: Press Ctrl+X. Open a URL: Press Ctrl+O, and press Enter. Close a URL: Press Ctrl+W, and press Enter. Save a file: Press Ctrl+S, and press Enter. Exit: Press Ctrl+X. Open a web page: Press Ctrl+M, and press Enter. Close a web page: Press
Ctrl+X. Save a file: Press Ctrl+S, and press Enter. Exit: Press Ctrl+X. Open a mail message: Press Ctrl+H, and press Enter. Close a mail message: Press Ctrl+X. Save a file: Press Ctrl+S, and press Enter. Exit: Press Ctrl+X. Open a program: Press Ctrl+Q, and press Enter. Close a program: Press Ctrl+W, and press
Enter. Save a file: Press Ctrl+S, and press Enter. Exit: Press Ctrl+X. Open a program (from command line): Press Ctrl+K, and press Enter. Close a 2edc1e01e8
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Do you own tons of images? Are you a photographer and need a way to organize, create and process images? Do you have some standard image editing tasks that you like to automate? Would you like a simple way to search and browse your photos? Ai Picture Explorer is here to help! Ai Picture Explorer is a simple,
easy-to-use photo processing, management and browsing software application that offers incredible features for photographers, graphic designers and other image users. It is a tool designed to help you manage and organize your images in a fast, simple, efficient and user-friendly way. The program also includes a quick
and easy interface to perform some of your standard editing tasks. The program is very easy to use and it doesn't require any special skills to get started. It's a great tool for beginners, students, professionals or enthusiasts. Ai Picture Explorer Features: * Convenient interface: Ai Picture Explorer supports a 3D
interface. It means you can browse images by scrolling through the images, zooming in/out and moving to different areas. In addition, you can rotate your images. * Quick image creation: Ai Picture Explorer has a built-in slide album. It has powerful features to rapidly thumbnail your entire drive. It's an extremely
efficient tool to find exact or modified duplicates. With the new image similarity feature in Ai Picture Explorer, you can use it to create slideshows and create presentations. * Powerful image browsing and editing: Ai Picture Explorer supports a variety of image browsing and editing options. You can use Ai Picture
Explorer to browse and edit images by image type (JPEG/PNG/BMP/PSD), image size (smooth, sharp, square,...), image size (width, height) and many more options. You can also add notes, crop the image, resize it, adjust the color, convert image type, gamma and many more functions. * Export to numerous formats: Ai
Picture Explorer allows you to export the image in various formats. You can export the images in several different file formats, such as JPEG, TIF, PDF, PIC, SDC, PSD, WIPI, MetaImage, GIF, PNG, PCX, BMP, and MP3. * Powerful image printing and image conversion tools: Ai Picture Explorer has powerful image
printing tools to make you print the best images. You can use Ai Picture Explorer to export images into various printing formats. The
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What's New In?

Ai Picture Explorer (AiPICX) is a graphics application that was designed to help you create, format and manage images and multimedia files. Networking support and Batch UnZipper (extracts multiple ZIP files unattended) is included. Built-in Slide Album rapidly thumbnails your entire drive (supports more than a
million slides) and organizes images by similarity to find exact or modified duplicates; proprietary Image Analysis can quantify image quality, rank and sort images that "look like this". Slide Album can also create multimedia slideshows (or presentations) with variable delays, 173 cool effects, windows-in-windows,
gamma, background, rotation, comments and other properties (per slide). Our speedy viewer is unmatched and includes gamma and widescreen viewing options; included JPEG Wizard creates tiny files with amazing quality. Everyday imaging tools include standard editing functions; EXIF camera and JPEG comments;
collage creation grids; "red eye" removal; automatic color tuning and balancing; TWAIN camera and scanner acquisition; instant wallpaper; variable print sizes and positions; smooth resizing; rotate-by-degree; screen capture; color reduction and more... Batch image processing and conversion can be applied to a million
files -- unattended; unique smoothing and sharpening filters, bitmap compute and histogram-based functions can be combined in vast sequences to correct and enhance any image (see Tutorial). Content providers (and collectors) can create thumbnailed HTML catalogs for DVD R/RW, DVD-R/RW, CD-R/RW mastering or
simply track contents of removable media with contact sheets or comments and 3D navigation buttons. Novices will appreciate our Web Pages for Dummies wizard. Popular format support includes PNG, FlashPix, PhotoCD, Photoshop, BMP, PCX, TGA, WMF, DCX, Multi-page TIF (with anti-aliasing for easier reading),
MP3, WAV, AVI, MPEG, MIDI, CD audio, WMV, WMA, ASF and more... Note: Free for personal use. Solution: This tool works with all versions of Windows 2000/XP/Vista and OSX 10.2.8 and above. Copyright: In order to avoid any potential copyright infringement, AiPICX is not to be resold and must not be used for
commercial purposes without explicit written permission from Broughton Digital. This software is not to be downloaded or used in any way that may result in copyright violation. Requirements: 4 GB RAM is necessary, a 64-bit CPU is highly recommended. Ai Picture Explorer (AiPICX) is a graphics application that was
designed to help you create, format and manage images and multimedia files. Networking support and Batch UnZipper (ext
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System Requirements:

- 3.8 GHz single-core processor - 4 GB RAM - 500 GB free space - XBOX360 Controller Recommended - Controllers Supported: - Xbox One Controller - XBOX One wireless controller - PlayStation 4 Controller - PlayStation 4 wireless controller - Xbox 360 Controller - 360 Wired Gamepad Software Requirements: -
Three.5.5 - NVIDIA GTX 1080 or AMD RX 570 graphics card - AMD FreeSync monitor - DisplayPort 1.
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